Comparison of Nth Harmonic Injection Technique with SPWM Technique for N-Phase VSI Fed N-Phase IM Drive
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents modeling of multiphase IM and modeling of multiphase inverter with SPWM and nth harmonic injection methods. In general the machine with phase number greater than three possess several advantages such as less torque ripple, fault tolerant capability, phase redundancy, high torque density, less current ripple, greater efficiency and high stability. There is a possibility to increase the power/torque per RMS current for the machine with phase number more than three for same volume of the machine. To provide a sufficient output voltage to a multiphase induction machine, it is necessary to implement suitable switching schemes for multi-phase inverters. The schemes namely SPWM and nth harmonic injections are discussed. The performance of the inverter with these switching techniques analyzed for different phase number like 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 etc. and notices that nth harmonic injection method give better results than SPWM. Finally a detailed d-q modeling of multi-phase IM drive with nth harmonic injection method based multiphase VSI is developed. The VSI fed multiphase drive is analyzed in terms of stator current, torque and speed for different phases. The simulation output results are shown for 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 phase IM drive under varying different step load conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

The three phase machines are mostly used as variable-speed electrical drives. As compared to normal three phase induction machines, the high phase order machines possess the following advantages greater efficiency and reliability, increased fault tolerance, less torque ripple; Higher torque density, enhanced modularity and Less power/phase handling capability requirements; reduced noise characteristic etc. The multiphase machines are used in several applications such as hybrid/electrical vehicles, ship propulsion, high power and aerospace applications, here a leg of the drive can be formed by using several solid state devices. Recently, the high phase order system applications include greater torque brush less low speed machines are applied to electric vehicle applications. For ship propulsion we are using permanent magnet motor drives, permanent motor with less torque ripple and a single phase inverter supplied series connected two motor drives in [1-2]. To develop the general model of a high phase order Induction machine we use the mathematical representation of an Induction machine in terms of arbitrary number of phases on both rotor and stator side can be implemented by using general theory of electrical machines. The HPO induction machine can be designed with sinusoidal distributed winding or with concentric winding. The modelling is available at general level in [3]. To develop a general model, winding displacement is taken into consideration. It is not necessary the winding displacement is symmetrical. The derived voltage equations in phase variable form and d-qo axes transformation of unsymmetrical displacement windings of a multiphase induction machines has been reported in[4-6].

The switching techniques of multiphase VSIs are SPWM, SVPWM, offset injection and nth harmonic injection methods discussed in literature [7-15]. In SPWM method output voltage contains more harmonics due to these the fundamental component and efficiency is reduced. In case of SVPWM method when number of phase’s increases the complexity is also increases due to 2ⁿ switching configurations. Hence sector identification, angle information; look up table, space vector output voltage measurement is difficult in case of SVPWM method in [10-11]. So we need to
efficient and simple switching technique for multiphase VSIs for their switching process. Since a improved PWM technique is called nth harmonic injection method. It is used to avoid complexity involved in higher number of phases. In these paper a detailed study of SPWM and nth harmonic injection method is carried out and find out that nth harmonic method give better THD when compare to SPWM method. In the nth harmonic method linear modulation range is extended to beyond one by adding nth harmonic component to the respective reference phase voltage due to these fundamental voltage increases without moving into the over modulation range[13-15].

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

BimalK.Bose,Elvi [1-2] presents the multiphase machines are used in several applications such as hybrid/electrical vehicles, ship propulsion, high power and aerospace applications, here a leg of the drive can be formed by using several solid state devices. Recently, the high phase order system applications include greater torque less low speed machines are applied to electric vehicle applications, For ship propulsion we are using permanent magnet motor drives, permanent motor with less torque ripple and a single phase inverter supplied series connected two motor drives.

E. Levi, R. Bojoi, F [3] discuss about the development of the general model of a high phase order Induction machine we use the mathematical representation of an Induction machine in terms of arbitrary number of phases on both rotor and stator side can be implemented by using general theory of electrical machines. The HPO induction machine can be designed with sinusoidal distributed winding or with concentric winding.

III. D-Q MODEL OF MULTIPHASE IM DRIVE

The physical multiphase machine can be transformed by using mathematical transformation. The condition while transforming original machine model is that, before and after transformation the number of variables must be remain same. This means that m-phase will have m- new stator voltages, stator currents and stator fluxes after transformation also. The space displacement between any two successive stator phases is \( \alpha = 2\pi/n \). since it is assumed that higher space harmonics are neglected and also windings are distributed sinusoidally, and also assume that the windings are connected in star with single neutral point regard less of the number of phases. The original machine model can be transformed to n-new set of variables by using clarke’s decoupling transformation matrix, and rotational transformation matrix is applied to first two rows of the clarke’s transformation matrix because the last two rows are zero sequence components, its does not exist in any star connected windings with single neutral point for odd number of phases. Zero sequence component will exit in only even number of multiphase machines, So that the last two rows are not contributed for the fundamental torque production. First two rows only takes place to produce fundamental torque and flux and also stator to rotor coupling takes place only in these two rows that’s why remain rows and zero sequence component rows neglected while applying rotational transformation. Due to stator and rotor coupling does not takes place in these set of rows. Finally the rotational transformation can be applied to those \( \alpha-\beta \) equations only. The machine equations finally transform to arbitrary reference frame with \( w_p \) as rotational speed.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
V_a \\
V_b \\
V_c \\
V_d \\
V_e \\
V_f \\
\end{bmatrix} = \sqrt{2} \begin{bmatrix}
1 & \cos \alpha & \cos 2\alpha & \cos 3\alpha & \ldots & \cos (n - 1)\alpha \\
0 & \sin \alpha & \sin 2\alpha & \sin 3\alpha & \ldots & \sin (n - 1)\alpha \\
1 & \cos 2\alpha & \cos 4\alpha & \cos 6\alpha & \ldots & \cos 2(n - 1)\alpha \\
0 & \sin 2\alpha & \sin 4\alpha & \sin 6\alpha & \ldots & \sin 2(n - 1)\alpha \\
1/\sqrt{2} & 1/\sqrt{2} & 1/\sqrt{2} & 1/\sqrt{2} & \ldots & 1/\sqrt{2} \\
1/\sqrt{2} & -1/\sqrt{2} & 1/\sqrt{2} & -1/\sqrt{2} & \ldots & -1/\sqrt{2}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
V_d \\
V_e \\
V_f \\
0 \\
0 \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Stator Circuit equations

Voltage Equations

\[
\begin{align}
V_q &= R_i q + \omega_e \Psi_{qs} + p \Psi_{qs} \\
V_d &= R_s i_d + \omega_e \Psi_{qs} + p \Psi_{qs}
\end{align}
\]

Flux linkage Equations

\[
\Psi_{qs} = (L_d + L_m) i_q + L_m i_{qr}
\]
Current Equations

\[
\begin{align*}
\Psi_{ds} &= (L_{Is}+L_m)i_{ds} + L_m i_{dr} \\
\Psi_{qs} &= \frac{(L_{Is}+L_m)-L_m \Psi_{qr}}{(L_{Is}+L_m+L_{ir}+L_m)} \\
\Psi_{ds} &= \frac{(L_{Is}+L_m)-L_m \Psi_{dr}}{(L_{Is}+L_m+L_{ir}+L_m)} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Rotor circuit Equations

Voltage Equations

\[
\begin{align*}
V_{qr} &= R_r i_{qr} + (\omega_e-\omega_r) \Psi_{dr} + p \Psi_{qr} \\
V_{dr} &= R_r i_{dr} + (\omega_e-\omega_r) \Psi_{qr} + p \Psi_{dr} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Flux linkage Equations

\[
\begin{align*}
\Psi_{qs} &= (L_{Is}+L_m)i_{qs} + L_m i_{qs} \\
\Psi_{qs} &= (L_{Is}+L_m)i_{qs} + L_m i_{qs} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Current Equations

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{i}_{qr} &= \frac{\Psi_{qs}(L_{Is}+L_m)-L_m \Psi_{qs}}{(L_{Is}+L_m+L_{ir}+L_m)} \\
\dot{i}_{dr} &= \frac{\Psi_{qs}(L_{Is}+L_m)-L_m \Psi_{qs}}{(L_{Is}+L_m+L_{ir}+L_m)} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Where the symbols \( L \) and \( R \) stands for inductance and resistance, while the indices \( r \), \( s \) and \( l \) identify the rotor, stator and leakage inductances respectively. \( V \), \( i \), \( L_s \), \( L_r \), \( L_m \) and \( \psi \) denote voltage, current, stator self-inductance, rotor self-inductance, magnetizing inductance, and flux linkages respectively.

The torque and speed equation is given with \( \omega_e = (n/2)M \) and where \( M \) is the mutual inductances between rotor to stator in the phase variable model. Torque equation is given with

\[
\begin{align*}
T_e &= P L_m (i_{qs} i_{dr} - i_{ds} i_{qr}) \\
\omega_e &= \frac{\int \frac{\partial^2 T_e}{\partial T} - B \omega_r}{J} \ dt \\
\end{align*}
\]

IV. GENERALIZED SPWM AND NTH HARMONIC INJECTION METHOD FOR MULTIPHASE VSI

SPWM is a carried based PWM technique. It is widely used and most popular PWM technique method, due to their simple implementation [9]. It is used for three phases and also applicable to multi-phase VSI. In these method sinusoidal signal compared with the carrier (triangular or saw tooth) signal. The carrier signal frequency is normally kept much greater than the normal reference sinusoidal signal. In this \( n \)-sinusoidal fundamental signals can be displaced by \( \alpha=2\pi/n \) in time. Where \( \alpha=2\pi/n \); \( n \) = number of phases. The inverter pole voltages are \( V_a \), \( V_b \), \( V_c \), \( V_d \), ....\( V_n \)are connected to load terminals of induction motor. The dc voltage to inverter is given by single or three phase ups through rectifier. These \( N \)-leg reference voltages are connected to \( N \)-phase induction motor drive. In SPWM method \( M_{SPWM} = 1 \) maximum in linear mode region. Modulation index= fundamental output voltage of inverter/dc link voltage.
In N-phase VSI for eliminating Nth harmonic component we need to inject Nth harmonic component to the sinusoidal reference voltages [15]. By adding Nth harmonic component to the reference sinusoidal signal the fundamental component is increases without entering into the over modulation region. There is no effect on the phase output voltages by adding Nth harmonic component, since load is star connected and neutral is isolated. Therefore Nth harmonic injection method reduces peak value of the N-leg reference voltages due to these modulation index goes greater than one without entering over modulation. According to Nth harmonic injection method, there are two modulation indexes, one is modulation index of fundamental (MI) and another one is modulation index of Nth harmonic component (Mn).

\[ V_{a(ref+nthhar)} = V_{dc} \left[ \frac{MI \cos \omega t + Mn \cos n\omega t}{n} \right] \quad (16) \]
\[ V_{b(ref+nthhar)} = V_{dc} \left[ \frac{MI \cos(\omega t - \alpha) + Mn \cos n\omega t}{n} \right] \quad (17) \]
\[ V_{c(ref+nthhar)} = V_{dc} \left[ \frac{MI \cos(\omega t - 2\alpha) + Mn \cos n\omega t}{n} \right] \quad (18) \]
\[ V_{n(ref+nthhar)} = V_{dc} \left[ \frac{MI \cos(\omega t - n\alpha) + Mn \cos n\omega t}{n} \right] \quad (19) \]

The values of MI and Mn according to nth harmonic method are given by following equations:

\[ MI = \frac{1}{\cos(\pi/2n)} \quad (20) \]
\[ Mn = -MI \sin(\pi/2n)/n \quad (21) \]

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulation results are obtained for different phase numbers of induction motor with the help of simulation parameters are show in appendix. In the simulation dc link voltage is kept at 622.63 volts, VSI frequency is chosen as 10 kHz and
fundamental reference frequency is kept at 50Hz. The modulation index M is set to 1 for SPWM method and modulation index M=1/cos(π/2n) for Nth harmonic injection method. Fig.3 shows the SPWM results of carrier, phase voltage and its spectrum for five phase VSI with MI=1. Fig 4 and 5 shows the Nth harmonic injection results of carrier, phase voltage and its spectrum for five phase VSI with modulation index’s of 1 and 1.0515 respectively. It is seen that the peak value of modulating signal is less than 1 in case of Nth harmonic injection method with MI=1.. It will reach one when the modulation index M=1/cos(π/2n), according to equation (20). So that the maximum fundamental voltage increases without moving into over modulation region with Nth harmonic method. The THD is also reduces and the THD comparisons of SPWM and Nth harmonic injection methods are shown in table 1 and corresponding results are shown in fig.11 and fig.12. The steady state analysis for different phase numbers are presented in table 2 and corresponding output power also shown in fig.13. When phase number increases output power also increases mentioned in figure13.Fig.6 to fig.10. Shows the inverter fed IM drive simulation results for 3,5,7,9 and 11 phases under varying different load conditions. The torque load is varied in steps as 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and full load at every 0.5sec respectively. Where 0% is indicate that motor is loaded at no load. From the simulation results we observe that stator current is increases along with the load. Speed decreases along with the load and the motor torque follows the load torque in steps at every 0.5 sec.

![Carrier signal compared with modulating signals for MI=1](image1)

![Output voltage of five phase VSI with SPWM Method for MI=1](image2)

![Phase voltage spectrum of five phase VSI in SPWM Method for MI=1](image3)
Fig. 4. N\textsuperscript{th} harmonic injection with MI=1 (a) carrier signal compared with modulating signals (b) phase voltage (c) phase voltage spectrum.
Fig. 5. Nth harmonic injection with MI=1.0515 (a) carrier signal compared with modulating signals (b) phase voltage (c) phase voltage spectrum.

The following diagrams represent the output results of three phase IM drive at different load conditions.

Fig. 6. simulation results of 3phase VSI fed IM drive with different load conditions
The following diagram represents the simulation results of five and seven phase induction motors at different loads.

**Fig. 7.** Simulation results of 5 phases VSI fed IM drive with different load conditions.

**Fig. 8.** Simulation results of 7 phases VSI fed IM drive with different load conditions.

The following diagrams represent the output results of nine and eleven phase IM drive at different loads.

**Fig. 9.** Simulation results for 9-phase VSI fed IM drive with different load conditions.
Table I: THD Comparison of SPWM and N\textsuperscript{th} harmonic injection methods for different phases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MI</th>
<th>3-PHASE</th>
<th>5-PHASE</th>
<th>7-PHASE</th>
<th>9-PHASE</th>
<th>11-PHASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPWM</td>
<td>HARMONIC</td>
<td>SPWM</td>
<td>HARMONIC</td>
<td>SPWM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>331.5</td>
<td>247.67</td>
<td>259.76</td>
<td>254.36</td>
<td>268.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>201.55</td>
<td>173.13</td>
<td>174.95</td>
<td>173.33</td>
<td>174.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>138.9</td>
<td>122.81</td>
<td>126.15</td>
<td>124.29</td>
<td>129.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>83.63</td>
<td>87.70</td>
<td>91.70</td>
<td>91.15</td>
<td>93.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>72.35</td>
<td>63.82</td>
<td>78.85</td>
<td>76.77</td>
<td>77.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1547</td>
<td>60.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0515</td>
<td>69.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0257</td>
<td>74.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0154</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0103</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following graph represents the relationship between MI and Fundamental voltage of multiphase VSIs.
The following graph represents the relationship between MI and THD of multiphase VSIs.

![THD For Different Phase Numbers](image)

**Fig.12. THD verses modulation index for different phases.**

**Table II. Steady state analysis for different phase numbers under rated load conditions.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO OF PHASES</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RATED TORQUE(TL)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.83</td>
<td>11.66</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nₚ</td>
<td>1193</td>
<td>1198</td>
<td>1204</td>
<td>1207</td>
<td>1209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/PHASE</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER IN WATTS</td>
<td>773.51</td>
<td>1067.5</td>
<td>1303.8</td>
<td>1590.6</td>
<td>1955.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following graph represents the relationship between Phase number and power in watts of multiphase IM drive.

![Output Power](image)

**Fig.13. Output power verses different phase numbers.**
This paper addresses the generalized model of multiphase VSI fed multiphase IM drive developed under MATLAB/Simulink. It is developed using the basic built in blocks of Simulink following the corresponding equations. It is tested for different phase number at different loading conditions. In case of VSI switching techniques SPWM and Nth harmonic injection methods are observed and we go for Nth harmonic injection method because of their reduced complexity in case of higher number of phases and better THD when compared to SPWM. Also this would increase the max fundamental voltage without entering over modulation region. The simulation results are obtained for 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 phases. For future work offset injection switching technique method is used for multiphase VSI for better maximum fundamental voltage and also better performance of multiphase VSI fed multiphase IM drives for different phases under different load conditions.
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